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Executive Summary 
The Market Need  
Much has been written about the importance of credit unions attracting the 
teenage and young adult market.  However, much less has been documented 
about how credit unions can effectively engage and communicate with these 
segments.  Most of the credit unions that have marketed to these groups have 
used the same marketing mediums as they use to communicate to adults.  In 
almost every instance, the approach is purely an educational one.  While the 
intention is good, often the result is content that reads like a chemistry textbook 
and engages teens with about as much excitement. 
  

The Solution 
The need for credit unions to capture the attention of consumers where they 
spend their time is essential to maintaining brand awareness and staying top of 
mind.  CU PICK 64 proposes blending some favorite pastimes of young adults—
spirited competition and online gaming—into a communications vehicle that will 
help to engage the soon to be wealthiest segments in the marketplace—teens 
and young adults. 
 
CU PICK 64 capitalizes on applying the concept of “fantasy leagues” for sporting 
events—using NCAA bracket style play in a stock market simulation using an 
online gaming format young people recognize.  The game changes daily as the 
stock market changes, requiring players to select new stock “teams” weekly and 
rewarding the champion who accumulates the most points.  Text messages or 
emails are sent after each round to notify players of the standings and remind 
players to update their brackets.  These repetitive communications give the credit 
union a foundation from which to forge further interactions.   
 
WHY: Online gaming among young adults has exploded with 9 out of 10 teens 
playing online games and 55% of young “online” males choosing to play games 
over watching TV. The consumer goods, retail, and entertainment industries are 
increasingly using online game advertising or custom “advergames” to connect 
with young adults. The question for credit union executives is whether they will 
be early adopters or late entrants into this marketing channel.  Many executives 
realize that targeting the youth market is important to the future of the credit 
union but struggle with the short term ROI. CU PICK 64 can be a low-cost, grass 
roots way for credit unions to engage young adults, introduce them to the credit 
union, and create the foundation for building a long-lasting, profitable 
relationship. 
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The Benefits 
The success of gaming in driving consumer awareness and demand in other 
industries is already evident.  The application of gaming in the financial services 
industry has yet to be fully proven—thus lies the opportunity. 
 
The use of games and gaming will allow credit unions to:  
 
1. Effectively reach a young adult audience 
With the increased fragmentation of mass media, reaching young adults is 
becoming more difficult—not to mention their satisfaction with credit unions is 
much lower than other age segments.  
 
2.  Engage a young adult audience 
Because games require active participation and concentration, brand recall rates 
are significantly higher than passive mass media advertising. 
 
3.  Offer opportunities for permission-based communication 
Breaking through clutter requires a unique approach.  The tone and frequency of 
weekly, permission-based electronic communications can help form a foundation 
of awareness and trust needed to convert these players into credit union 
members. 
 
4.  Heighten awareness and interest in investment-based products offered 
by credit unions 
By offering information about investing and the stock market through CU PICK 
64, participants will be much more educated and interested in investing. At the 
conclusion of the competition, participants will have opportunities to take their 
newfound knowledge and put it to the test while opening up an investment 
account at their credit union.  
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Your Credit Union presents Stock Market Madness with CU PICK 64!  
Using Online Games to Engage Teens and Young Adults with your Brand 
 
A study from Dallas-based research firm Parks Associates showed that computer 
gamers spend an average of 18.5 hours playing each week, and 70 percent of 
them play multiplayer games online. Console gamers spend 13.6 hours playing 
per week; portable gamers spend 8.9 hours; and mobile gamers -- using phones 
and handheld devices -- spent 4.6 hours. 

Innovation Objective 
 
The need for credit unions to capture the attention of consumers where they 
spend their time is essential to maintaining brand awareness and staying top of 
mind.  CU PICK 64 proposes blending some favorite pastimes of young adults—
spirited competition and online gaming—into a communications vehicle that will 
help to engage the soon to be wealthiest segments in the marketplace—teens 
and young adults. 
 
CU PICK 64 capitalizes on applying the concept of “fantasy leagues” for sporting 
events—using NCAA bracket style play in a stock market simulation using an 
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online gaming format young people recognize.  The game changes daily as the 
stock market changes, requiring players to select new stock “teams” weekly and 
rewarding the champion who accumulates the most points.  Text messages or 
emails are sent after each round to notify players of the standings and remind 
players to update their brackets.  These repetitive communications give the credit 
union a foundation from which to forge further interactions.   
 

Market Opportunity 
 
Much has been written about the importance of credit unions attracting the 
teenage and young adult market.  As reported in Filene’s own Cool Solutions for 
GenY: A Guide for Credit Unions, CUNA estimated that the average credit union 
would forfeit $14 million in loans over the next ten years by ignoring the 18-24 
year old market. In a recent Forrest Research report entitled Why Banks Can’t 
Afford to Ignore Gen Yers, analysts reported that consumers age 18-28 are more 
profitable to serve because of their online channel usage and are prime 
candidates for financial products because they experience many of the life 
events that trigger financial decisions. Furthermore they were more willing to do 
business with a single provider and more loyal to their bank than older consumer 
groups.1  The perfect target for a PFI?  Absolutely.   
 
The teen market is no less attractive.  Sixty-one percent of 15- to 17-year-olds 
are likely or very likely to remain with their bank after their graduation from high 
school.  Seventy percent of wired youth age 18-21 will recommend their bank to 
their friends and consider their bank for future credit and lending needs.2 
 
However, much less has been documented about how credit unions can 
effectively engage and communicate with teens and young adults.  Most of the 
credit unions that have marketed to this group have used the same marketing 
mediums as they use to market to adults.  In almost every instance, the approach 
is purely an educational one.  While the intention is good, often the result is 
content that reads like a chemistry textbook and engages this group with about 
as much excitement. 
 
Meanwhile, other industries such as consumer goods, retail and entertainment 
are taking much different approaches to communicate and create loyalty among 
this demographic.  Coupling technology and entertainment, these industries are 
using online games to capture these markets. 
 
The perfect storm is on the horizon for financial institutions. The Baby Boomers 
are aging and are migrating from borrowers to savers.  Generation X will be too 
small to fill the lending vacuum the Boomers will leave in their wake. Generation 
Y (commonly defined by market researchers as those born between the years of 
1978-2000) will become increasingly important to credit unions as the Boomers 
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enter retirement.  Even though the wealth and financial influence of teens and 
young adults is minimal today, Generation Y is forming brand impressions and 
financial relationships now. Unfortunately for most credit unions, Gen Yers will 
continue to topple our assumptions about delivery systems, marketing 
communications and product development.   Credit unions need to begin to build 
relationships with Generation Y now before this window of opportunity closes. 
This opportunity to remain relevant to this generation is directly correlated to the 
credit union’s ability to be top of mind, use the right communication channels, 
and be perceived as technically “sophisticated” enough to handle their 
transactions.  Credit unions need to assimilate into this segment—and gaming is 
the medium.   
 

Profile of the Gaming Industry 
 
"Today, in our overall culture, there's a fine line between infomercials and 
entertainment. Shows like The Apprentice, for example, build the Trump and 
Martha Stewart brands, but viewers see them as entertaining reality-TV shows. 
Advergames blur the line in a similar way.” - Geoff Graber, former general 
manager at Yahoo! (YHOO ) Games and currently chief executive of Double 
Fusion, a San Francisco-based developer of in-game ads and product 
placement.  
 
The roots of mainstream video games started in 1977 with the release of the 
Atari Video Computer System and titles such as Space Invaders.  Advertising 
and placing products within these types of games is a rapidly growing business. 
The worldwide video game industry, with revenues of $24.5 billion last year, 
overtook movie box-office receipts, and sales are expected to soar to $55 billion 
by 2008, according to Price Waterhouse Coopers. 
 
However, over the last 
several years more and 
more gamers (and an 
increasingly diverse 
demographic) have been 
playing games on the 
Internet.  The Internet has 
been a powerful force for 
change in the video game 
industry. With the ubiquity 
of the Internet and its 
ability to bring connectivity, 
video game playing has 
been transformed from 
what once was a generally 
solitary endeavor to what 
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has now become a social activity. Indeed, multiplayer modes and online 
multiplayer modes are becoming standard features on console video games of all 
genres.  A new gaming sector has also been birthed—online games.  Online 
games are typically less complex than many console games, but truly range from 
simple arcade games to graphic-intense games costing millions to produce.  
Sites hosting these games (Yahoo Games, KewlSpot.com, Shockwave.com, 
Gamezone.com, etc.) have turned into valuable real estate as advertisers look to 
reach consumers using traditional media outlets less.  By 2009, advertising 
around online games is expected to be over $500 million. 3  The top 10 online 
gaming sites reached 47 million people or about a third of the Internet population 
in April 2004, according to Nielson/Net Ratings. Over 100 million people a day 
play online games. Another 200 million people will be playing next year according 
to Forrester Research.  In fact, 7 out of 10 college students are playing an online 
game EVERY DAY!  According to Pewinternet.org, one in twelve internet users 
participates in sports fantasy leagues online.   
 
To the right is a pop-up ad 
on the MSN homepage. 
Clicking on the ad brings 
you to MSN’s game page 
where you are likely to join 150,000 people playing these free games online.  As 
you join a game, demographic-appropriate ads pop up regularly.  
 
Besides just advertising on or in online games, more and more companies are 
actually developing their own online games, dubbed “advergames”, around their 
product, service or brand.   

A report produced by the Yankee Group confirms the popularity—and continued 
expected popularity—of games 
for advertising and marketing. 
Yankee reports that spending 
on advergaming—a game built 
around a specific brand or 
product as a way to engage 
consumers—will nearly 
quadruple from $83.6 million in 
2004 to $312.2 million in 2009. 
Advertising in online video 
games, where consumers see 
the products in games they 
play, much as viewers see product placements or logos in TV shows and movies, 
will grow from $117.6 million in 2004 to $874.7 million in 2009. The revenue 
estimates don’t include spending for advertising on game web sites apart from 
the games themselves. 4 
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"Consumers are being entertained, not marketed to. It's the ultimate benevolent 
marketing platform. You have a way to engage your consumers, teach them 
about your brand, get them excited about your products, yet without them feeling 
like 'I have to figure out how to get away from this ad.' And because a lot of 
[games] are tied to tournaments and leader boards, and are competitive in 
nature, they become very viral." – Dave Madden, executive vice president of 
sales, marketing and business development at Wild-Tangent, a Redmond, 
Wash.-based game developer 

Profile and Demographics of the Online Gaming 
Market 
 
Gen Yers are more likely to view having fun and being entertained as the point of 
life. Among online consumers age 12-17, 94% play games.  Almost 70% of 
young online males consider themselves active gamers and 55% would rather 
play games than watch TV.5  Eighty-one percent of web-connected teens play 
online games according to a Pew Internet & American Life Project Survey 
released in 2005.  Among 18-34 year-old males, videogames are the fourth most 
used means of entertainment after TV, radio and the Internet. 
 
The types of games people 
prefer ranges and is clearly 
split between the genders. 
Generally, males prefer 
games that involve 
competition such as casino, 
arcade, sports and “shooter” 
type games.  Women use 
games for stress relief and 
enjoyment and prefer 
“casual” games (easy-to-learn one player games that you can play for five 
minutes or five hours) such as puzzles, word games and strategy games. 6 
Females are the fastest growing demographic of online gaming.  Women aged 
25-34 actually play more video games than men.  
 
As young adults spend more time on gaming, the opportunities to reach them via 
traditional advertising media, like radio, TV and direct mail, are significantly 
reduced.  Companies of all types have recognized the value of games in 
augmenting and leading consumers to their brands.     
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Companies Using Online Games 
 
Not surprisingly, industries with large brand-building budgets, like consumer 
packaged goods and automobile manufacturers, are the heaviest users of game-
oriented advertising. Scores of companies such as PepsiCo, BMW, American 
Airlines, DirecTV, RadioShack, Volvo, and the tourism board of Scotland have 
developed advergames.  Some companies and even governments are using 
online games in unique ways.   In May 2006, the French government introduced 
an online game called Cyber-Budget as an entertaining way to learn about the 
competing interests and trade-offs at work in the government budget process.  
Users can manipulate tax and expenditure numbers in a model economy.  Ice 
cream vendor Cold-Stone Creamery has developed an online game to teach its 
8,000 primarily young employees how portion control and waste affected 
company profits.     
  

Games in the Financial Services Industry 
 

 Visa - For the 2006 Winter Olympics, Visa developed a free online game 
allowing players to engage in bobsled, giant slalom and snowboarding 
competitions.  Players received a budget for purchasing equipment, which they 
could buy with virtual Visa credit cards. The 23 winners, all in their 20s and 30s 
were flown to the Torino Olympics courtesy of Visa. 
  

 Virgin Bank - Virgin Bank in the UK developed a promotional online game 
at www.loseyouranger.com.  The game involves swinging a wrecking ball at a 
brick building entitled “My Bank.” 
  

 Huntington Bank - Huntington Bank launched an interactive online 
hockey game in February 2006 to accompany the bank’s unveiling of its Blue 
Jacket Banking in connection with the Columbus NHL team. 
  

 Wells Fargo - One of the most publicized online games from a bank was 
Wells Fargo’s pilot of an online multiplayer video game built inside Second Life.  
Second Life is a virtual world owned by Linden Labs in which players can create 
a character (avatar), interact with other avatars, and engage in entertainment and 
economic ventures.  Wells Fargo’s project, known as Stagecoach Island, was 
intended to be an invitation-only environment where young adults could skydive, 
attend dance clubs and amusement parks, and shop.  
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Using Games to Build Brand Awareness  
 

 Interactive Banner Ads - Quick, engaging, online games are often 
created using Flash or Shockwave, that engage the consumer for a few seconds 
or minutes.  Playing the game most often takes consumers to a website landing 
page describing the product or service to be sold. 

 
 

 Online Sweepstakes/Instant-win Games - Promotions that drive 
consumers to a website to enter a sweepstakes or enter a code for an instant-win 
game.  These games are often used to create excitement during the launch of a 
new product and to capture personal information such as e-mail addresses and 
demographic information of interested consumers for further marketing efforts.  
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Prilosec “Live Your Adventure” online sweepstakes 

 
 

 Advergames - Custom developed games that promote a product or offer.  
They can be as simple as arcade-style games or very complex and 
sophisticated. 
 
 
 
Visa Winter Olympics Online Game   
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Huntington Bank Blue Jackets NHL online game 
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 In-game Advertising - Ad placements that appear in a video game 

during play.  Most often used to build brand, some in-game advertising can be 
dynamically delivered based on individual gamer profiles. 
 
On September 1, 2006, Electronic Arts Inc. (EA) announced that it has signed 
deals with Microsoft Corp.'s Massive subsidiary and IGA Worldwide Inc. that 
focus on delivering advertising through the internet and inserting them into video 
games. 
 
Through the deal, Massive will deliver advertisements that appear in four of EA's 
titles for PCs and Microsoft Xbox 360 consoles. The upcoming EA video game 
"Need for Speed Carbon" will feature ads that change in real-time.  
Marketers have been emphasizing their targeting on the typical 18- to 34-year-
old male demographic of video game players, but want to make sure the ads 
won't disrupt a player's experience.  
 
"In a racing game, advertising is not only nice to have, but it's an essential 
component to create the fiction of being there," says Chip Lange, EA's vice 
president of online commerce. "This agreement with Massive allows us to vary 
what relevant ads are served to the game player." 

 
 In-game Product Placement - The positioning of products as elements 

of a game.  Most often used in interactive video games but could also be used in 
simple online games. 

In 2004, Coca-Cola placed its product in “Live the Madness,” an arcade-style 
basketball game designed for the NCAA men's tournament on NCAASports.com. 
Branding was incorporated into the center-court logo, the scoreboard and 
signage. Twice during the game, Coke cans floated above the floor; if a player 
ran over them, the soda would help his performance, allowing him to slam-dunk 
or run faster.  

Players averaged 35 minutes with the game, which boosted purchase intent and 
brand health metrics. Research also found that the month-long effort, which was 
aimed at an 18- to 24-year-old audience, resonated best with 16- and 17-year-old 
boys.  
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Summary of options 
 
 
 

Why Games?   
 
The success of gaming in driving consumer awareness and demand for retail 
and consumer goods is already evident.  The application of gaming in the 
financial services industry has yet to be fully proven—thus lies the opportunity. 
 
The use of games and gaming will allow credit unions to:  
 
1. Effectively reach a young adult audience 
With the increased fragmentation of 
mass media, reaching young adults 
is becoming more difficult—not to 
mention their satisfaction with credit 
unions is much less than other age 
segments.  This target distrusts 
traditional advertising methods.  
While the gaming market is 
becoming much more mainstream 
and increasingly female, gaming 
traditionally offers a unique way to 
reach young men. 
 
2. Reach an engaged young adult audience 

Too costly for most credit unions.  Most 
games too wide a audience for most credit 
unions’ field of membership.

Too costly for most credit unions.  Most 
games have too wide an audience for most 
credit unions’ field of membership.  Credit 
union products more difficult to place than 
consumer goods, etc.

Costly.  Most games are oriented to a 
particular target market.  Have to design a 
“different” or exciting game for it to 
become popular.  Challenge in integrating 
financial services into a game.

Little communication or educational 
opportunities with members. 

No long term communication opportunities 
with members.  Once members have seen 
or played banner, they are likely to ignore.  
Members may perceive as gimmicks.

Weaknesses

Ability to build brand awareness among 
an engaged user.

Ability to build engage user.

Widest audience participation.  Fairly 
quick to implement.  Cost is very 
scalable.

Widest audience participation.  Fairly 
quick to implement.  Cost is very 
scalable.

Inactive nature increases response rates.  
Members spend more time with an 
interactive advertisement than a static 
one.  Number of click-throughs and time 
spent with ads are measurable.
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particular target market.  Have to design a 
“different” or exciting game for it to 
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an engaged user.
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Because games require active participation and concentration, brand recall rates 
are also significantly higher than passive mass media advertising.  Brand recalls 
range between 30% - 40% compared to 10% with TV. 
 
3. Offer opportunities for permission-based communication 
Communicating with young adults is difficult.  They are bombarded with 
advertising messages and electronic communication.  
Most e-mails from corporations are dismissed as spam 
or ignored.  Breaking through this clutter requires a 
unique approach.  Providing a twist on gaming, CU 
PICK 64 offers an opportunity to communicate with 
players over a six-week period.  Players look forward to 
these communications and are interested in the content 
in order to find out the weekly point standings. The tone 
and frequency of these electronic communications can 
help form a foundation of awareness and trust needed 
to convert these players into credit union members. 
 
4. Heighten awareness and interest in investment-based products offered 
by credit unions 
By offering information about investing and the stock market through CU PICK 
64, participants will be much more educated and interested in investing. At the 
conclusion of the competition, participants will have opportunities to take their 
newfound knowledge and put it to the test while opening up an investment 
account at their credit union.  

The Game: CU PICK 64 
 
WHY: CU PICK 64 is designed to engage young adults age 16-25 in 
understanding the financial services industry and one of the markets that drive 
it—the stock market.  Engaging this demographic segment via gaming will 
introduce young members and prospective members to the stock market, teach 
them basic investing research skills, and provide a fun interactive experience that 
allows for multiple permission-based electronic communication opportunities.   
 
Other industries are using online games to engage the consumer market and 
especially young adults.  The real question for credit union executives is whether 
they will be early adopters or late entrants in connecting with Generation Y using 
alternative channels of communication.  With credit union marketing and R&D 
budgets much smaller than large consumer brands and large bank competitors, 
CU PICK 64 can be a low-cost, grass roots avenue into engaging the youth 
market using online games.  

From:CUPick64 
You are leading 
Bracket Play.  
Please update for 
next round. 
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HOW: CU PICK 64 mimics 
the popularity of online 
“fantasy leagues” for 
sporting events—using 
NCAA bracket style play to 
create a real-time stock 
market simulation game in 
a format young people 
recognize.  The game 
requires players to pick 
new stock “teams” weekly. 
Points are earned by 
accurately selecting the 
stock winner (the company 
that has the highest 
percentage price appreciation) each week.  At the end of six weeks, the 
individual who accumulates the most points becomes the champion. Text 
messages or emails are sent after each round to notify players of the standings 
and remind players to update their brackets.  These repetitive communications 
give the credit union a foundation from which to forge further interactions.  
  
To improve the players chances of success, the player can do some company 
and industry research on each stock.  The tutorials for learning about stocks, the 
market and company research tools are built into CU PICK 64.   
 
COST:  CU PICK 64 is an open-source game.  It is free for each credit union to 
use and modify.   
 
MARKET TEST RESULTS:  CU PICK 64 is undergoing some final content 
updates and player interface enhancements.  The alpha test is planned for 
November 2006 for selected credit unions and their employees.  Beta testing with 
members is scheduled for 30-days after alpha testing feedback is completed. 

Economics for Game-based 
Engagement: CU PICK 64 
According to the McKinsey Consulting Group, U.S. teenagers and young adults 
spend 17 hours a week on the internet, six times the national average.  Likewise, 
the online behavior of this population is different than other internet market 
segments.  According to McKinsey, the Gen Y demographic uses the internet 
primarily for e-mail, instant messaging and games.   

Credit unions are spending significant marketing dollars on traditional marketing 
methods with this segment that they may never recoup.  There are a number of 
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reasons for this.  First, many of these marketing efforts will simply never reach 
their intended target, likewise, these marketing efforts often promote a product or 
service solution before any trust or brand awareness can be established.  Next, 
traditional credit union marketing efforts generally incur significant dollars in 
upfront marketing expense, as well as staff time, before the actual start of the 
promotional program.  Finally, traditional credit union marketing efforts are often 
cumbersome and slow to get out to the market.  

CU PICK 64 can help with this..  First, CU PICK 64 is targeting and 
communicating with its audience on its preferred terms i.e. internet gaming.  
Likewise, the weekly communications during the CU PICK 64 game can help to 
establish trust and brand awareness before any further solicitation efforts are 
made.  Many of the traditional, large fixed costs of marketing campaigns will also 
go away as the core software for CU PICK 64 is provided free of charge to any 
credit union as part of the open-innovation model. In addition, with CU PICK 64 
credit union costs are minimal compared to other advertising channels because 
of the economies and speed of the internet channel itself.  And, better yet, all 
costs are individually controlled by each credit union as to the level of 
customization they would want to support the program.  Items such as prizes, 
screen layouts, etc. are all totally and completely customizable at the discretion 
of the individual credit union.    

 

 $200 Million CU $2 Billion CU 
Web Design/ 
Customization 

$500 $3,500 

Prizes $500 $2,500 
E postcards No cost $500 
Internet banking 
banner ad 

No cost No cost 

Flyers $1,500 $21,900 
Promotions on 
website 

No cost No cost 

Local High School 
Newspaper 

No cost No cost 

 PDF to schools and 
SEG’s 

No cost No cost 

Newsletter Article No cost No cost 
Premium Giveaways No cost $6,500 
Ad Creative No cost (Use 

CUPick64 marketing 
materials) 

$3,300 

In Branch Danglers None $3,250  
Duratrans/Posters $300 $3,100  
Trifold Brochures None $12,500 
 

Total Sample Costs 

 

$2,800 

 

$57,050 
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Calculating ROI will be based on each individual credit union’s use of marketing 
tools. Most credit unions will want to use this game to attract new youth 
members; therefore, some degree of marketing geared to their parents will be 
required to be most effective. However the degree of marketing is left up to each 
credit union.  In addition to the straight ROI of Cost to Revenue some of these 
commonly used metrics could include:    

Click-through rate (CTR) - The average number of click-throughs per hundred ad 
impressions, expressed as a percentage. 
Cost-per-click (CPC) - The cost or cost-equivalent paid per click-through. 
CPM - cost per thousand impressions. 
Pay per click, lead or sale - Online advertising payment model in which payment 
is based solely on qualifying click-through, lead or sale 
Site stickiness - The amount of time spent at a site over a given time period. 
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Addendum(s) 
Game Functionality 
 
CU PICK 64 is themed after the annual furor surrounding the NCAA college 
basketball tournament.  Prior to the tournament each March, millions of fans 
throughout the country fill in their “brackets” in office and online pools, guessing 
which teams will advance through each round to emerge as the national 
champion.  The bracket selection process engages fans to closely follow the 
results of the games.  Some simply find the process fun, others enjoy competing 
against their friends and coworkers, while yet another group relishes the 
intellectual stimulation offered by the process.    
 
CU PICK 64 is an online fantasy stock market game that mimics the bracket play 
of the NCAA basketball tournament using stocks instead of teams. The 
interactive nature of the game encourages frequent visits to the credit union 
website to track the progress of their selections and receive market updates and 
relevant educational material.  Each credit union can create rewards to incite play 
based on their unique strategic objectives.  Examples might be offering a 
discount on auto loans to all players, depositing money in new checking accounts 
for each player, or awarding an IRA deposit to all, or the most successful, 
participants.  The fun, interactive nature of the game creates the viral marketing 
buzz so highly sought after by credit union marketers. 
 
A 64-team bracket is created by a game administrator at the credit union.  The 
administrator populates the initial 64 slots, choosing from a list of available 
companies whose stock prices can be tracked through a link to a financial 
website (such as Bloomberg, for example).  The software will track the price of 
the stock at the onset of the tournament (each round will begin at the opening on 
the NYSE on Monday and 
close at the closing bell of 
the NYSE on Friday).  The 
stock whose price 
appreciates by the largest 
percentage gain, or 
depreciates the least in the 
instance where both 
stocks decline in value, 
advances to the next 
round, accumulating points 
for the fantasy investment 
participant.  At the end of 
each round (closing bell of 
NYSE on Fridays) the 
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software will track the appreciation of one stock price against its competitor and 
advance the winner to the next round. 
 
At the end of each day, the text color of each stock will change depending upon 
which stock has had the higher percentage of appreciation during that round (i.e., 
the company that is currently in the lead in that round).  The stock that is in the 
lead will be green and the stock that is behind will be red. 
 
Points for the participants will be earned as follows: 
 

o 1 point for each successful pick in Round One 
o 2 points for each successful pick in Round Two 
o 4 points for each successful pick in Round Three 
o 8 points for each successful pick in Round Four (the quarterfinals) 
o 16 points for each successful pick in Round Five (the semifinals) 
o 32 points for successfully picking the Champion 

 
 
In the event of a tie, the participant who has guessed the value of the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average at the conclusion of the tournament will be awarded the title of 
Fantasy Investment Champion.  

Winning CU PICK 64 
 
Credit unions can customize how they want the winner to be determined.  
 

1. Winner is the individual who accumulates the most points over the six 
week period.  

2. Winner is selected from a random drawing from those individuals who 
achieve a certain point threshold over the six week period. 

3. Winner is selected from a random drawing from those individuals who 
achieve a certain point threshold over the six week period.  Individuals not 
meeting the point threshold have the opportunity to earn “extra credit” 
points. 

4. Grand prize winner is the individual who accumulates the most points over 
the six week period.  A runner-up prize is awarded to a random drawing of 
game participants. 

 

Communication Opportunities – Keeping Your Players Engaged 
 
Each week, the credit union sends an e-mail message to all CU PICK 64 players.  
This e-mail contains the stocks that won the last round as well as the player’s 
current point standings.  Additionally, credit unions should use these 
communications to educate, market to, and build a relationship with players. 
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Marketing CU PICK 64 
As with any new launch, credit unions will want to create awareness of CU PICK 
64 using traditional marketing channels.  Additionally, credit unions will want to 
utilize the following marketing tactics: 
 
1. Market to young adults through their parents—make the prize appealing to the 
parents and beneficial to the player. 
 
Specific marketing towards credit union members that are the parents of young 
adults is a proven way to capture young adults that may know of the credit union, 
but not be active members.   
 
2. Reach young adults that are members, but do not have active accounts. 
Many young adults may have become “members” of the credit union when a 
parent or grandparent opened a saving account or custodial account for them at 
a young age.  Promoting CU PICK 64 to these members could lay the foundation 
to turn these accounts into active memberships. 
 
3. Reach out into the community and select employer groups. 
Credit unions can market the CU PICK 64 game through their community 
connections with local schools and community groups. 
 
4. Tap into online communities of young adults interested in business and 
finance through online groups on sites such as Facebook and MySpace.  
 

Complying with COPPA (Child Online Privacy) 
 
COPPA relates to the collecting of personal information online from children 
under the age of 13. When engaging children through an online channel it is 
required to comply with COPPA. Compliance in most cases includes parental 
consent and is specific to CU PICK 64 – not asking for more information than is 
required to play the game.  It is very important to adhere to COPPA but it is not a 
deterant to offering online youth programs.    
    
If the website/online operator knowingly collects personal information from a 
child, the operator must comply with COPPA.  More information can be found at 
http://www.coppa.org/ and 
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/coppa.htm.  
 

Rapid Prototype Process 
 
The development of the CU PICK 64 application is a testament that “The World is 
Flat”…. and someone needs to teach us to drive in a flat world.   
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Initially we hatched the concept of aligning fantasy stock investing, gaming, 
education and NCAA bracket style play in April.  We did some thorough research 
only to find out that private labeling a solution was possible, but customization 
was not.  Additionally, the monthly fees for the service were prohibitive.   
 
In May, we began soliciting software development companies to provide a bid for 
developing a rapid prototype of the application.  Most declined to bid, while 
others returned bids upwards of six figures.  We did receive a bid for $5,000.00—
which was for a 5-page mock up only.  Believing we were at a dead-end once 
again (this would have been the third dead-end of the year), the team called 
upon the “Ten Faces of Innovation” to see which persona is needed to overcome 
this obstacle.  It was obvious that we needed “The Experimenter” within us to 
succeed. 
 
As a result, we decided that CU PICK 64 would be a reality and we would 
overcome.  To do this we decided to bid this project out to the world—not just the 
U.S.  We identified a website dedicated to connecting freelance developers with 
persons willing to pay for the software development of solutions. 
 
In May, we placed the project on the website and opened it up for bidding.  
Within four hours we had bids from five freelance developers and two software 
development companies. The location of these bids came from India, U.S. and 
Thailand.  Each bidder has a profile and satisfaction rating similar to eBay.  After 
waiting 2-days for all the bids to come in, we selected the developer who could 
provide us the application in the requested timeframe.  The total amount bid by 
Sandip of India was $3,000.00 with a 60-day development schedule. 
 
Now that we selected a developer, the real challenge was how to explain NCAA 
bracket style play to someone in India—and all via email (no personal contact 
info can be shared according to the rules of the website). 
 
The application initially progressed smoothly but then slowed down significantly 
as we began clarifying feature and functionality.  After many mis-
communications, both sides began communicating via drawing and 
cutting/pasting of images.  The project exceeded the original 60 day timeframe, 
concluding in just under 120 days.  In the end, we had to end the project with the 
developer and engage a developer state-side to finish the project.  Because of 
the increased development timeline, we were not able to test the prototype of the 
software with credit union employees and members before September in order to 
provide preliminary feedback and research on this concept.  However, it is our 
intention to complete development of the application and schedule alpha and 
beta testing in order to garner firsthand results from credit union pilots.  
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Games in the Financial Services Industry 
Visa 
In the ultra-conservative financial services industry, using games is still relatively 
new.  However, there have been some notable examples.  For the 2006 Winter 
Olympics, Visa developed a free online game allowing players to engage in 
bobsled, giant slalom and snowboarding competitions.  Players received a 
budget for purchasing equipment, which they could buy with virtual Visa credit 
cards. Nearly 100,000 players launched the game and spent an average of 47 
minutes on the site.  Tom Shepard, Visa International's executive vice-president 
of global marketing partnerships and sponsorship, said, "Looking at our brand, 
we saw that we have room to grow in terms of being perceived as a leader in 
tech, and being youthful and relevant to all audiences." The 23 winners, all in 
their 20s and 30s, were flown to the Torino Olympics courtesy of Visa. 
 

Virgin Bank 
Virgin Bank in the UK developed a promotional online game at 
www.loseyouranger.com.  The entry page shows an ATM with the message “We 
regret that this terminal is temporarily out of service.”  Messages like “Has your 
bank ever #*&@ED you off?” flash across the screen.  The game involves 
swinging a wrecking ball at a brick building entitled “My Bank.” 
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Huntington Bank 
Huntington Bank, a $35 billion regional bank holding company headquartered in 
Columbus, Ohio, launched an interactive online hockey game in February 2006.  
It was designed to accompany the bank’s unveiling of its Blue Jacket Banking in 
connection with the Columbus NHL team.  In the first month, it attracted more 
than 4,000 game plays. 
 

Wells Fargo 
One of the most publicized online games from a bank was Wells Fargo’s pilot of 
an online multiplayer video game built inside Second Life.  Second Life is a 
virtual world owned by Linden Labs in which players can create a character 
(avatar), interact with other avatars, and engage in entertainment and economic 
ventures. 
 
Wells Fargo’s project, known as Stagecoach Island, was intended to be an 
invitation-only environment where young adults could skydive, attend dance 
clubs and amusement parks and shop.  Messages about financial responsibility 
were woven into the game.  Players were given $30 in virtual money to buy 
clothes and use entertainment venues, etc.  Players earned 10% per day on 
deposits and could complete a series of money management quizzes to earn an 
additional $5.   
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The game was tested by thousands of players, picked up by over 16,000 blogs 
and supported by “Fun of Money” national tour.  The pilot was launched in 
September 2005. Results are hard to find.  One technology blog reported that the 
games never moved beyond its testing stage but instead was moved to a 
competing virtual world known as Active Worlds.  However, the signup is active 
at http://wellsupdate.wellsfargo.com/m/p/wls/ibk/sc.asp and tour dates extend 
into the fourth quarter of 2006. 
 
Developing online games is not new for Wells Fargo.  In 2002, they developed an 
online investment simulation letting consumers experience investing with their 
self-directed brokerage account.  The games consisted of three one-month 
rounds and players managed a $100,000 virtual portfolio.  Players who 
outperformed the S&P were entered into a random drawing for a grand prize 
BMW convertible. 
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Games in Other Industries 
 
Volvo – Game developed to tie brand to movie launch 
Fawn Fritters article, “A See-Worthy Volvo Treasure Hunt”, written in July 2006 
for imediaconnection.com outlines the recent success Volvo had partnering with 
Disney to create an interactive game timed with the launch of Disney’s Pirates of 
the Caribbean 2: Dead Mans Chest movie this summer. The game, which ran 
June 12 to July 12, was primarily intended to bring people into Volvo showrooms 
to sell down the 2006 models before the 2007 models arrive in September.  
“Obviously, a movie about adventure on the high seas in the 19th century offered 
no opportunities for product placement,” says Linda Gangeri, Volvo's national 
advertising manager. “But all pirate stories involve buried treasure--so Volvo 
decided to bury some ‘treasure’ and create an interactive campaign where the 
public could compete to find it.”  Signing up for "The Hunt" required consumers to 
visit a Volvo dealership--the only place to acquire a password for the online 
game. After providing a valid email address, participants received a total of 15 
clues, doled out over the course of four weeks and getting progressively more 
difficult. Each clue offered a hint to a puzzle on the online map; players had to 
solve the puzzle and submit the solution online.  “Response to the campaign has 
been unlike anything Volvo has ever seen before,” Gangeri says. “Visitors to the 
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treasure hunt website stay an average of 30 minutes per visit. They're swapping 
clues, guesses and hints on the blog Volvo set up for "The Hunt," and more 
impressively, they're doing the same on at least a dozen other gaming blogs…”   
 
According to the article Volvo also tracked more than 8,000 clicks from the 
treasure hunt site to Volvo's online "configurator," which allows users to price 
various combinations of features on all its models--an indication of interest in 
making a purchase.  Gangeri points out: "Our overall goal is to generate interest 
in the brand, and it definitely seems to be working." 
 
Volvo representatives, in a post campaign article written by Kevin Nucomb for 
Click Z news stated, “The biggest lesson we learned came from getting into 
blogs. We got people to talk about Volvo online on several sites. We saw the 
highest uplift in brand awareness in North America in the last three years. Getting 
buyers to put us on their shopping list for the next time they buy a car is as 
important to us as a sale, in some ways." 
 
According to the article, besides the boost in brand awareness, Volvo drove more 
than 50,000 people into a Volvo dealership to pick up a treasure map, and saw 
more than 15,000 online users of the car configurator on “The Hunt's” site. 
 
Cold Stone Creamery – Game used to train young adult employees 
 
Cold Stone commissioned Persuasive Games to build an employee training 
game to focus on the issue of portion sizes and their relationship to profitability. 
 
Stone City is the first in a suite of training games commissioned by Cold Stone to 
create fun, experiential learning to their front line employees through games. This 
first game focuses specifically on portioning and its affect on profitability. Players 
have to successfully serve customers during different shift scenarios. The game 
features a sophisticated ice cream simulation, including a viscosity model to 
make the different flavors of ice cream pull differently, in accordance with their 
actual physical properties.  
 
The results of player performance affect customer service, speed of service, 
accuracy in portion sizes, and correct recipe recognition reflect in their overall 
scores. Through the use of a corporate Intranet, players can compete against 
one another, and to date has been one of the most popular training initiatives that 
Cold Stone has ever developed.  
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Baskin-Robbins – Promotional advergame to promote new product 
 
Baskin-Robbins developed an advergame this spring to promote its three new 
frozen drinks targeted at young white-collar workers with time to kill and the 
internet at their fingertips. 

The game is named after the ‘80’s videogame Space Invaders and spoofs the 
1999 movie hit “Office Space.”  Players must get past pink-slip throwing 
characters who shout phrases like “Let’s form an ad-hoc subcommittee!” Of 
course, the frozen drinks have a starring role, as players try to catch them to gain 
strength. 
 
If a player finishes the game they are offered a printable $1 coupon for any 
Cappuccino Blast drink. 
 
The pop culture references are hard to miss. Office Invaders is named for ’80’s 
videogame icon Space Invaders, which many of their target consumers grew up 
playing. 
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The game itself spoofs the life of the beleaguered cubicle slave in the spirit of the 
1999 hit Office Space, Nagel said.  
 
The game can be played at www.baskinrobbins.com/officeinvaders. 
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